
Biological Insurance
Whether you choose to bank because of a current 
condition, or so that your cells are available to you in case 
of an emergency, illness, injury, or accident in the future, 
there are numerous benefits to banking your  cells now.
It is a simple and safe procedure that can benefit you 
now, or in the future.

Autologous ADC Banking  

Bioscience Clinic Middle East offers a unique way to safely 
and affordably store your own ADCs.
Until now, fat from liposuction has been thrown away as 
medical waste. 
But thanks to our breakthrough technology, these youthful 
cells are maintained over an entire lifetime for use in breast 
reconstruction and augmentation, facelift, anti-ageing 
and regenerative therapies, wound care and more. 
Bioscience Clinic Middle East is the only one in the Middle 
East  providing state-of-the-art autologous ADCs banking 
services that can provide individuals peace of mind.
Bioscience Clinic will happily work with you to provide 
banking services for your cells.
Banking your cells now provides the opportunity to multiply 
and utilize your younger, healthy cells at a later point in 
life when you and your doctor determine it would be 
beneficial.

Bioscience Institute and Clinic
The world’s leading Regenerative Medicine Centers 
based in Europe (San Marino) and Middle East (Dubai) 
are offering the most unique and exclusive advanced 
personalized autologous cell therapies with NATURAL, SAFE 
and LONG LASTING results.
Our premium services include cryopreservation and 
expansion of autologous adult cells, which are used for 
various indications.

www.bioinst.ae
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Aging Skin Care - Fillers - Body Shaping

Autologous Adipose Derived Cells



What to expect from the treatment 

The newly implanted ADCs, derived from your own fat, 
produces collagen and elastin which reduce appearance 
of fine lines and improve texture of the skin. From the 
treatment you can expect smoother, healthier, and brighter 
skin. At the end of the session, the return to every-day’s 
life is immediate. The part of not used expanded cells are 
cryopreserved for the future treatments. 

Anti-Aging Skin Care  

Own collagen-producing cells

LIpOSkILL is a process to create your own supply of collagen-
producing cells and growth factors to correct the effects of 
skin aging. LIpOSkILL is a 100% natural method that does not 
rely on injecting artificial components into the skin. 

The Treatment

It is carried out by collecting a very small amount of FAT tissue 
(10 ml from abdomen or thigh) from which the Adipose 
Derived Cells (ADCs) are extracted and then expanded in 
Bioscience Laboratories in Dubai. After approximately 12 
days, the expanded ADCs are injected into the superficial 
dermis with a special microscopic needle, made specifically 
for this treatment to avoid pain or temporary imperfections. 

Advantages 

younger appearance of the skin
No risk of rejection  
100% cells from one’s own FAT
Guarantee safe and natural results
No artificial components
The results will gradually show up after 2-3 week and will 
last for several years
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Filling and restoring

LIpOSkILL is more affordable than a traditional facelift or 
dermal filler maintenance. The newly activated cells go 
to work causing a dynamic regeneration response at the 
cellular level while filling the furrows caused by aging. The 
introduction of millions new powerful cells into the skin allows 
to replace lost skin volume with a natural youthful result. The 
part of the cells expanded which are not used for  immediate 
treatment will be cryopreserved for the future treatments. 

Biological wrinkle Filler

The Ideal wrinkle Filler

As proved by numerous scientific studies the ADCs can 
produce vascularized and organized adipose tissue, 
representing the ideal filler. LIpOSkILL is wrinkle-filling 
product containing 100% cells from one’s own FAT. 

without artificial components

LIpOSkILL is a safe and natural method that does not rely 
on injecting artificial components and instantly restores 
lost volume or repair damaged tissue for a natural look.
It can be used all over the body for treatment such as 
filling fine-to-deep wrinkles and deep skin breaks.




 


 




 




 

LIpOSkILL lasts 
as long the 
cells which are 
injected persist 
within the skin for 
several years (the 
effectiveness of 
the treatment is 
subject to genetic 
make-up, age 
and lifestyle).
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Natural Body Shaping

Breast and Buttocks Augmentation

Unlike artificial implants, Adipose Derived Cells (ADCs) in 
a natural FAT scaffold allow more flexibility to shape and 
contour exactly the way you want, leading to a more 
personalized, natural-looking result.  

Only with your own cells

Many patients like the idea of using their own natural FAT 
instead of introducing foreign materials into the body to 
lower the chances of infection or other complications. The 
treatment is considered particularly beneficial for women 
who wants to increase their breast size and at the same time 
will reduce unwanted FAT in abdomen or thigh. 

Avoid surgery and implants

Significantly reduces prolonged downtime and discomfort 
as well as the scarring and risks involved with all surgical 
procedures. Furthermore, it eliminates many of the concerns 
patients might have about surgery such as undergoing 
general anesthesia and potential scarring.
permanent implants usually involve major surgery under 
general anesthesia, which can leave extensive scarring and 
it is associated with other medical and surgical risks. 

The Gold Standard

The procedure entails collection 
of FAT from abdomen or thighs, 
extraction and expansion of 
ADCs, volume restoration, and 
body shaping using your own 
expanded ADCs in a scaffold of 
your own FAT.

Natural results

The soft tissue augmentation with ADCs treatment feels 
more natural and similar to existing tissue with expectation 
to enhance the attractiveness of the breast by increasing 
the volume and texture of the tissues rather than lift it.

Long lasting and natural results


